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ABSTRACT 
We characterize the set F of fixed points of an operator T(x) = SQ(x), where S 
is a positive definite, symmetric, and stochastic matrix and Q is a convex combination 
of orthogonal projections onto closed convex sets. We show that F is the set of 
minimizers of a convex function: the sum of a weighted average of the squares of the 
distances to the convex sets and a nonnegative quadratic related to the matrix S. 
In [l] we discussed iterative algorithms of the form 
x0 E IR”, (1) 
Xk+l = T(2), (2) 
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with T : R” + R” of the form 
T(x) = SC?(x) (3) 
where S E R”‘” is symmetric, stochastic (meaning nonnegative and with 
entries sij such that C,l= I sij = 1 for all i), and without zeros in the diagonal, 
and Q : R” + R” is continuous and satisfies: 
(i) IIQ(x) - Q(y)]] < Ilx - yll for all x, y E R”; 
(ii) llQ(x) - Q(y)ll = Ilx - yll implies 
(a) Q(x) - Q(y) = x - y, 
(b) (x-y,Q(yby)=O; 
(iii) the function p(x) = 1) x - SQ(x)]j attains its minimum in R”. 
We proved that under such condition the sequence {x k} generated by 
(l)-(2) converges for all x0 E R”. Clearly, the limit of { x k} is a f=ed point of 
T, but we did not provide in [L] a reasonable characterization of such fixed 
points. We present here such a characterization. We start with the following 
elementary observation: 
PROPOSITION 1. Take H E [w”’ n nonsingular and symmetric, and g : IT%” 
+ R differentiable. Defzne R : CR” -+ R” us R(x) = H(x - Vg(x)). Then 
the set of fixed p oints of R is the set of the zeros of the gradient Vh of h 
defined as h(x) = g(x) + txr(Hml - 1)x. 
Proof. x = R(x) iff 0 = x - Hx + H Vg(x) iff 0 = (H-’ - I>x + 
Vg(x) = Vh(x). n 
We will apply Proposition 1 to the following case. Let C,, , C, be 
closed convex sets in R”, and I’, be the orthogonal projection onto Cj. Take 
positive scalars hi (1 < i < m) such that Cy! 1 hi = 1, and cr E (0,2>. Define 
P(x) = (I- a)x + a5 h,P,(x) (4 
i=l 
It has been shown in [l] that p, as defined by (4) satisfies conditions (i) 
and (ii) above, and that condition (iii) is also satisfied under some additional 
hypothesis on the sets Ci (for instance when n r= 1 Ci is nonempty, or when 
at least one of the C,‘s is bounded, or when they are polyhedra). Consider the 
operator T : R” -+ R” defined by 
T(x) = SF(x), (5) 
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where F is as in (4) and S E R “’ n is symmetric, stochastic, and positive 
definite. 
THEOREM 1. The set offixed points of T as &fined by (5) is the set of 
minimizers off: R” + R defined by 
111 
f(x) = c Ail/X - Pi(X)IJ2 + ;XT(S-’ - Z)x. 
i=l 
(6) 
Proof. Let gi(x) be defined as g,(x) = ~/IX - P,(x)~/‘. It is well known 
that g is differentiable and Vg,(x) = x - P,(x). It follows that P(x) = x - 
o[x - CflIAiP,(X)] = x - aC;l hj[X - Pi(X)1 = x - aCI”=lAiVg,(x) = 
x - Vg(x) with g(x) = (YC~!~ A,g,(r). Applying Proposition 1 with H = S, 
R = T, we conclude that the fixed points of T are the zeros of the gradient of 
h defined as h(x) = g(z) + $T(S-’ - Z)x = (a/2)f(x), i.e., the zeros of 
Vf(x>. The eigenvalues of S are real by symmetry, positive by positive 
definiteness, and less than or equa1 to one by stochasticity. So S-’ - Z is 
symmetric positive semidefinite, and the quadratic xT(S-’ - Z)x is convex. 
Since the g,‘s are clearly convex, it follows that f is convex, so that the zeros 
of’its gradient are its minimizers. n 
The iterative scheme (l)-(2) with T as in (5) arises in computerized 
tomography (e.g. [2]). In this case, the objective is to find a point x E C = 
n y=, Ci, but some degree of “smoothness” of x, which represents an image, 
is also required. The purpose of S, as explained in [I], is to attain such 
“smoothing.” When S is irreducible in the sense of Markov chains, as is 
usually the case when smoothing images, then SX = x iff all components of x 
are equal, i.e., x is perfectly “smooth.” Note that for nonempty C the first 
term in the right hand side of (6) is minimized by the points in C, and the 
second one by the points x such that Sx = x. So by minimizing f one 
achieves a tradeoff between belonging to C and being smooth, a sensible goal 
in the applications. 
We complete the analysis of the relation between the algorithm (I)-(2) 
[with T as in (5)] and f b y s h owing that the algorithm not only minimizes f 
but does so monotonically. 
PROPOSITION 2. Take T, f as in Theorem 1. Then for all x E [w”, 
f(T(x)) <f(x) - yI[T(x) -x)1’. 
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Proof. By definition of Pi, 
llPi(T(x)) - T(x)ll2 -<lIpi - T(x)ll2 
=IIfw - 41” +llm) -d 
.- 2(pi( “)(8-)x> T( ‘) - x> 
Multiplying (8) by hi and summing on i, 
2 hijlPi(T(x)) - T(x)j)2 G 2 hillPi -‘II” +llT(‘) -‘II” 
i=l i=l 
since Cp& A,[P,(x) - x] = C& hi P,(x) - x = (l/a)[P(x) - r] by (4). 
From (9), 
f(TW Gf( > x + -p(x)r(s-l  Z)T(x) - xqs-’ - Z)w] 
+llqx> - XII2 + +(x) -x> - &),T(x) -x) 
=f(x) - $T(x) -xlT(S-’ - Z)[T(x) -Ix] 
-+‘.(s-’ - Z)[T(x) -x] +llT(x) - XII2 
+$T(X) -x) - p(x), ss-‘[T(x) -xl) 
<f(x) + ;T(X)‘.(S.’ - Z)[T(x) -xl +llT(x) -*II2 
+~(r,T(X) -x> - +(x), s-‘[T(x) - +> (10) 
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using positive semidefiniteness of S-i - Z and symmetry of S in the last 
inequality. From (lo), 
f(T( x)) -<f(x) + ;T(r)T(s-l - Z)[T( x) - x] 
+ llT( x) - XII2 + ;(x,T(x) - x) - $T(x)‘.T’[T(x) - x: 
=f(x) - &).T(x) -x> + IIT - XII2 
+&r(q -x> 
a! 
=f( x) - &+) - xl12. ’ (11) 
COROLLARY. Zf {x”) is the sequence defined by (l)-(2) (with T as in 
(5)), then 
f(x k+l) gf( 2) - &++1 - Xkl12. 
Proof. Immediate from Proposition 2. n 
Another specific example of Q satisfying (i>-(iii) which was discussed in 
[l] is the sequential relaxed projections operator P defined as P = 
P,,po -0. oP,“oPp, where P,“(x) = (1 - a)x + aPi( We remark that the 
operator T with P substituting for p in (5) is not amenable to this analysis. 
For instance, in the case of hyperplanes, i.e., when Ci = {x E R” : (a’, x) = 
bJ with ui E Iw’“, b E R”’ and without relaxation (a = 11, we get x - P(x) 
= A?‘(EAx - b), where A is the m x n matrix with rows ui and E- ’ is the 
lower triangular part of AA’. Since E is not symmetric, x - P(x) cannot be 
the gradient of any function g. 
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